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approach for doing something a common approach for adapting to the new economic environment was to
globalize business activities approach in something research has led to new approaches in sales training a to
make advances to especially in order to create a desired result was approached by several broadway producers
b to take preliminary steps toward accomplishment or full knowledge or experience of try to approach the
subject with an open mind intransitive verb 1 to draw nearer to come near or nearer to something or someone
in space time quality or amount we could just see the train approaching in the distance if you look out of the
window on the left you ll see that we re now approaching the eiffel tower i see it s approaching lunchtime so
let s take a break what is the preferred way to express something like this an approach to design a software
system here design is a verb or an approach to design of a software system here design is a a way of doing
something liam has a different approach to the problem we ve decided to adopt take a new approach fewer
examples her approach to childcare is based on intuition he was noted for his modern approach to architecture
sometimes this approach can reap tremendous rewards which preposition is correct when approach is followed
by doing something an efficient approach of to learning is doing things that are interesting while lazing from
longman dictionary of contemporary english approach1 əˈprəʊtʃ əˈproʊtʃ s2 w1 awl noun 1 method countable a
method of doing something or dealing with a problem approach to a new approach to teaching languages he
decided to adopt a different approach and teach the bible through story telling countable a way of dealing with
somebody something a way of doing or thinking about something such as a problem or a task she took the
wrong approach in her dealings with them it was time to take a different approach an alternative innovative
approach a traditional similar approach the approach they were using no longer seemed to work transitive
approach something to start dealing with a problem task etc in a particular way to approach a subject matter
task question what s the best way to approach this problem the issues should be approached with caution
approach countable a way of dealing with someone or something a way of doing or thinking about something
such as a problem or a task she took the wrong approach in her dealings with them approach to something the
school has decided to adopt a different approach to discipline the phrase approach to doing is correct and usable
in written english you can use it to describe a particular strategy or methodology for completing a task or
reaching a goal for example the company adopted a new approach to doing research which resulted in more
accurate results i m struggling with the precise grammar of i plan to use this approach to do something but i
think there are two different cases in this to do something is more like an adverbial expressing purpose
modifying use rather than specifically modifying approach you can improve your approachability through
your attitude behavior body language and words here are steps you can take to be more approachable in
professional settings 1 smile a friendly facial expression can be inviting to people maintain a warm but natural
smile when you are in the office or at a work event you can physically approach something like a waiter
going to a table or you can approach a subject usually one you re a little nervous about like a new employee
might approach her boss about getting a raise when used as a verb approach takes no preposition he approached
me but if we want to specify the reason approached for what then we say he approached me for advice help
when we use approach as a noun in the meaning of a way of doing smth we say an approach to e g we need
have a different approach to it can i say an approach to do sth or an approach to doing sth for example we will
be exploring different approaches to gathering or 1 hello i was doing my english homework and feels bemused
after i checked the key answer to the question discovery learning is the most effective approach to deep and
lasting understanding a facilitate b facilitating the key tells me option b is correct which confuses me 1 hello
everybody i wondered what the difference between take an approach to do sth doing sth is as i came across
this sentence in an academic textbook here it is because of the links between the type a behavior pattern and
heart disease various approaches have been taken to changing this pattern of behavior to come near or nearer
to something or someone in space time quality or amount we could just see the train approaching in the
distance if you look out of the window on the left you ll see that we re now approaching the eiffel tower i see
it s approaching lunchtime so let s take a break a black bear in an announcement on wednesday june 12 croton
on hudson village officials said they have received an increasing number of black bear sighting reports in the
last few weeks according to officials this is likely because bears movements increase in june as breeding season
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begins and young bears disperse to find their own space
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meaning approach to vs approach for english language May 12 2024 approach for doing something a common
approach for adapting to the new economic environment was to globalize business activities approach in
something research has led to new approaches in sales training
approach definition meaning merriam webster Apr 11 2024 a to make advances to especially in order to create
a desired result was approached by several broadway producers b to take preliminary steps toward
accomplishment or full knowledge or experience of try to approach the subject with an open mind intransitive
verb 1 to draw nearer
approach english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 10 2024 to come near or nearer to something or someone
in space time quality or amount we could just see the train approaching in the distance if you look out of the
window on the left you ll see that we re now approaching the eiffel tower i see it s approaching lunchtime so
let s take a break
meaning an approach to do something vs an approach to Feb 09 2024 what is the preferred way to express
something like this an approach to design a software system here design is a verb or an approach to design of a
software system here design is a
approach definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Jan 08 2024 a way of doing something liam has a
different approach to the problem we ve decided to adopt take a new approach fewer examples her approach
to childcare is based on intuition he was noted for his modern approach to architecture sometimes this approach
can reap tremendous rewards
prepositions approach of to doing something english Dec 07 2023 which preposition is correct when approach is
followed by doing something an efficient approach of to learning is doing things that are interesting while
lazing
approach meaning of approach in longman dictionary of Nov 06 2023 from longman dictionary of
contemporary english approach1 əˈprəʊtʃ əˈproʊtʃ s2 w1 awl noun 1 method countable a method of doing
something or dealing with a problem approach to a new approach to teaching languages he decided to adopt a
different approach and teach the bible through story telling
approach noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 05 2023 countable a way of dealing with
somebody something a way of doing or thinking about something such as a problem or a task she took the
wrong approach in her dealings with them it was time to take a different approach an alternative innovative
approach a traditional similar approach the approach they were using no longer seemed to work
approach verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 04 2023 transitive approach something to start
dealing with a problem task etc in a particular way to approach a subject matter task question what s the best
way to approach this problem the issues should be approached with caution
approach noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 03 2023 approach countable a way of dealing
with someone or something a way of doing or thinking about something such as a problem or a task she took
the wrong approach in her dealings with them approach to something the school has decided to adopt a
different approach to discipline
approach to doing english examples in context ludwig Jul 02 2023 the phrase approach to doing is correct and
usable in written english you can use it to describe a particular strategy or methodology for completing a task
or reaching a goal for example the company adopted a new approach to doing research which resulted in more
accurate results
i plan to use this approach to do something or doing something Jun 01 2023 i m struggling with the precise
grammar of i plan to use this approach to do something but i think there are two different cases in this to do
something is more like an adverbial expressing purpose modifying use rather than specifically modifying
approach
16 ways to become more approachable in the workplace Apr 30 2023 you can improve your approachability
through your attitude behavior body language and words here are steps you can take to be more approachable
in professional settings 1 smile a friendly facial expression can be inviting to people maintain a warm but
natural smile when you are in the office or at a work event
approach definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Mar 30 2023 you can physically approach something
like a waiter going to a table or you can approach a subject usually one you re a little nervous about like a new
employee might approach her boss about getting a raise
approach to or approach for learn english preply Feb 26 2023 when used as a verb approach takes no
preposition he approached me but if we want to specify the reason approached for what then we say he
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approached me for advice help when we use approach as a noun in the meaning of a way of doing smth we
say an approach to e g we need have a different approach to it
an approach to do or doing usingenglish com esl forum Jan 28 2023 can i say an approach to do sth or an
approach to doing sth for example we will be exploring different approaches to gathering or
an approach to doing or to do wordreference forums Dec 27 2022 1 hello i was doing my english homework
and feels bemused after i checked the key answer to the question discovery learning is the most effective
approach to deep and lasting understanding a facilitate b facilitating the key tells me option b is correct which
confuses me
take an approach to do something doing something Nov 25 2022 1 hello everybody i wondered what the
difference between take an approach to do sth doing sth is as i came across this sentence in an academic
textbook here it is because of the links between the type a behavior pattern and heart disease various
approaches have been taken to changing this pattern of behavior
approach definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct 25 2022 to come near or nearer to something or
someone in space time quality or amount we could just see the train approaching in the distance if you look out
of the window on the left you ll see that we re now approaching the eiffel tower i see it s approaching
lunchtime so let s take a break
increase in bear sightings reported in croton on hudson do Sep 23 2022 a black bear in an announcement on
wednesday june 12 croton on hudson village officials said they have received an increasing number of black
bear sighting reports in the last few weeks according to officials this is likely because bears movements
increase in june as breeding season begins and young bears disperse to find their own space
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